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Nominated for 2016 Taste Canada Cookbook Award.If there is one great contribution that the
English have made to entertaining, it has to be the invention of Afternoon Tea.No longer just for
grannies and tourists, young ladies and many busy professionals are now making time to relax
with a cup of tea, lovely treats and quiet conversation.Relaxing Over Afternoon provides
guidance on hosting your own private tea party or large fundraiser, as a great way to gather
friends and share confidences. Learn proper etiquette with tips to prepare you for a dream trip to
a famous tea house in London, or to visit one of the many tea shops springing up all around
you.The book is filled with wonderful traditional recipes, enjoyed just as much 100 years ago as
they are today.And a word of advice if someone calls it High Tea, they don't know the history and
traditions of this lovely pastime.

About the AuthorKatherine Krauss Murphy has been a Woodmont resident for more than half
her life. In Woodmont on the Sound, postcards from her personal collection and from friends and
neighbors, bring a simple, yet glorious, era back to life.
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Inspired by the tradition of Afternoon Tea,one of the greatest contributionsthe English have
made to entertaining.This book is for those who wish to bringthis English tradition into their own
Abbey.Copyright © 2015 Pamela Powered Inc.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be
used or reproduced in any manner whatsoever without permission from the Publisher;
exceptions are made for brief excerpts used in published reviews.Published by Pamela Powered
Inc.Burlington, Ontariopublisher@pamelapowered.comExercise caution while using kitchen
utensils and operating electrical appliances, ovens and stoves.This book has not been
authorized, approved, licensed or endorsed by Carnival Film & Television Limited, its writers,
producers or any of its licencees.CreditsAll of photos in this book were taken with my trusty
iPhone. Thanks, Apple.Photo retouching and digital file conversion was merrily provided by Blair
Hall and Leah Gryfe.Thank you to Lady Laleh Hedayati for her role as etiquette
model.Conversions diligently calculated by Arlene Gryfe.AcknowledgementsThis book would
not have been possible without the loving support of my husband, my Lord D, who wears his
noble heritage with humble pride. He and I are drawn to English period dramas which offer a
glimpse into the lives of ancestors who lived in grand castles scattered across Britain. And the
food! Imagining relatives dining on the same dishes we eat today provides a direct connection to
our past. I give my undying thanks to my Lord D for tasting all the dishes without complaint. His
past experience publishing a national gourmet magazine prepared him well for his role as my
Chief of Taste and Quality.I have always been surrounded by great food. My maternal
grandmother sang while she cooked: my introduction to the love of cookery. My parents love to
entertain and experiment with new dishes. As a child, I marvelled at the sight, smell and the
volume of food which emerged from our kitchen.I truly have been blessed in this journey and
amazed by the number of people who have come alongside me. Inspired by the food on the
popular drama Downton Abbey, I finally put my History degree to work and started a blog, to
share my love of food, history and health. Many of you came alongside me and graciously
shared your own family stories and traditions.My inspiration came from a number of sources:
treasured family recipes, period cookbooks, and recipes found on newspaper archives. My goal
was to present this great food for our own times, using our current understanding of health and
nutrition as a guide.An extraordinary thing happened on my 50th birthday. I was approached by
two large publishers with book projects. I was honoured and the idea of writing a book lingered.
In the end I took this journey on my own, but not alone. Thank you to fellow period writers, food
historians and talented food writers for your inspiration, support and encouragement.Thank you
technology. We now live in a digital age where self-publishing is achievable.I published two
editions of Abbey Cooks Entertain, an entertaining cookbook with 225 recipes in both ebook
and printed formats. The current version is on as well as on my website . The printed version is a
hefty 450 pages. Relaxing Over Afternoon Tea is one of the my favorite chapters from the larger
work, and I have updated the content for those who love Afternoon Tea just as much as I



do.ContentsACKNOWLEDGEMENTSPREFACERELAXING OVER AFTERNOON TEAHistory
of the English Tea RitualOrigins of Afternoon TeaTea’s Dirty Little SecretManners MatterTea
TermsHow to Make a Proper Cup of TeaHost Your Own Afternoon Tea PartyFoodSeatingHosting
a FundraiserSCONESAbbey Cooks Magic SconesVARIATIONSPlain: Buttermilk; Cream; Whole
WheatSweet: Chocolate; Glazed; Dried Fruit; Pumpkin; Fresh/Frozen Berry; Whole Wheat and
FruitSavoury: Cheese and Chive; HerbSANDWICHES/SAVOURIESTEA
SANDWICHESCucumber SandwichesEgg Salad SandwichesSmoked Mackerel and Cucumber
SandwichesWatercress SandwichesSalmon Pumpernickel PinwheelsSAVOURIESGoat Cheese
and Fig Canapés on Raisin BreadGougèresRoast Beef Yorkshire Pudding CanapésAsparagus
FeuilletésTruffled Wild Mushroom TartletsSWEETSTARTS AND SQUARESAlmond and
Preserve SquaresHealthier Bakewell TartsJam or Lemon Curd TartsLow-Fat Custard Tarts
(Pastel de Nata)Skinny Phyllo Tarts with Berry CreamTreacle TartsMeringue CookiesTEA
CAKES AND COOKIESEccles CakesFinanciersFlorentine
BiscuitsLadyfingersMadeleinesMadeleines de ProustChocolate MadeleinesEarl Grey
MadeleinesRock CakesPain au ChocolatNever Fail ShortbreadRhubarb CakeGuilt-Free Victoria
Sponge CakeStrawberry Charlotte RusseChocolate Biscuit CakeMadeira CakeLOAVESHealthy
Banana BreadGuilt-Free Carrot CakeHealthy Cup of Tea CakeEdwardian Low-Fat Pumpkin
Banana BreadCONFECTIONERYChocolate Peanut Butter FudgeChocolate TrufflesSimple Milk
Chocolate TrufflesCaramel and Dark Chocolate TrufflesPANTRYUnsweetened
ApplesaucePumpkin ButterDESSERT SAUCES AND SWEET SPREADSClotted CreamEasy
Lemon CurdJAMS AND JELLIESTips on Making PreservesFrench-Style PreservesOrange
JellyRhubarb Ginger JamStrawberry Champagne JamStrawberry Rhubarb JamPASTRYPhyllo
Tart ShellsFURTHER READINGINDEXABOUT THE AUTHORPrefaceMany of you drawn to this
book are cooks inspired by the lavish food displays depicted on English period dramas. The
images on screen transport us to a world where beautiful wealthy people live in stunning historic
country houses, regularly hosting dinner parties and surrounding themselves with copious
amounts of fabulous food. Indeed, food played a crucial role in how the wealthy displayed their
status in society at that time, and their country houses provided a perfect platform for
entertaining. These grand structures required an army to maintain them. The popular TV drama
Downton Abbeyy, for example, weaves a wonderfully rich tapestry of characters representing life
both upstairs and down, all in service of maintaining the great home of history and influence.We
follow the Crawley family from the height of excess of the Edwardian period, through World War I
rationing, and into the 1920s when the food budget was stretched even further as high land
taxation and bad investments threatened to take away their way of life. Kitchen staff in these
country houses cooked on as the world changed around them. Afternoon Tea garden parties
and formal dinner parties still remained an important part of life for the aristocracy. If it were not
for Afternoon Tea, how else would the Dowager be able to assemble a tête-a-tête to discuss her
latest strategy?My husband—my Lord D—is of noble blood with ancestors who once lived in
grand castles scattered across Great Britain. While he is struck by the grand architecture of



these historic buildings, my imagination often takes me downstairs to the flurry of activity which
would have taken place in the vast kitchens. I marvel at the skill and talent of the kitchen staff.
Imagine having your own still room maid to create tea cakes for you every day. I am saddened
that many skills learned in these grand kitchens were lost as talented men and women left
service for employment in factories and offices. Some of us still carry on the cooking traditions of
our mothers before us, and thankfully we can still find tea houses to enjoy a wonderful Afternoon
Tea.ABBEY COOKERY RULESYou will love the food: How could you not enjoy tasty little
sandwiches, scones and cake?Eat healthily: I have selected great recipes which we would
recognize as food and would enjoy eating today. Food follows fashion, so I have also selected
recipes which are generally healthier to begin with, and I have reduced the fat and sugar without
impacting the taste. No deep fried treats in this book. I prefer to bake with whole wheat flour, use
applesauce in place of oil and butter, and suggest sugar substitutes in place of regular.Don’t be
deterred if you can’t cook: Don’t fret if you are not the best cook. Some of the best hostesses
don’t cook, but know where to shop. Preparing a memorable Afternoon Tea can easily be
accomplished by sourcing scrumptious treats from your favorite bakery, making a few
sandwiches, setting a nice table, and inviting interesting guests.Don’t Confuse Afternoon with
High Tea: Afternoon or Low Tea (often served on couches) is what you expect to be served at
fine hotels. High tea (in high chairs) is a meal which the working class ate at the end of their work
day.Relaxing Over Afternoon TeaIf there is one great contribution that the English have made to
entertaining, it has to be the invention of Afternoon Tea. No longer just for grannies and tourists,
young ladies and many busy professionals are now making time to relax with a cup of tea, lovely
treats and quiet conversation. Hosting your own tea party is a great way to gather friends and
share confidences. You can practice proper etiquette in order to prepare you for a dream trip to a
famous tea house in London, or one of the many tea shops springing up all around you.If you are
ever at a loss for conversation over tea you can share some interesting facts about tea:HISTORY
OF THE ENGLISH TEA RITUALWhen Catherine of Braganza of Portugal married Charles II in
1662 she brought to England her preference for tea, which had already become common in
Europe. It quickly gained social acceptance among the aristocracy, replacing wine, ale and
spirits as the drink of choice at court.ORIGINS OF AFTERNOON TEAThe actual taking of tea in
the afternoon developed into a social event in the late 1830s and early 1840s. It was Anne,
Duchess of Bedford, one of Queen Victoria’s ladies-in-waiting, who “invented” Afternoon Tea.
The gap between lunch and supper was widening, so Anne started asking for tea and small
cakes to be brought to her private quarters. I am sure she quickly realized that a lot of gossip
could be shared if she invited other ladies to her quarters to share her cakes. Queen Victoria
herself was encouraged to start hosting her own parties as a way of re-entering society after the
passing of her beloved husband Albert. Victoria Sponge was named after her and served at her
tea parties which became large affairs. Other women picked up the idea and it spread like
wildfire. Thus the ritual of Afternoon Tea began. Women do know how to get things done.TEA’S
DIRTY LITTLE SECRETThere were many advantages to this new ritual. Unlike the formal dinner



table, guests could sit where they liked. Another bonus was the loose fitting tea gown,
introduced by the late Victorians. Comparable to a chic dressing gown, it did not require ladies to
wear their constricting corsets. So they could happily lounge about having tea and cakes in
comfort, and not have to put on their corset until the dressing gong for the evening meal.
However, some took advantage of the unaccounted period of time between tea and dinner for
romantic liaisons. The tea gown was the only garment which a lady did not require her maid to
help her get in and out of, so cinq à sept—as the French called it—was a time when lovers would
meet.MANNERS MATTERDisplaying acceptable manners is a way of fitting in with a certain
class. Practising at home with friends is time well spent to fully enjoy the Afternoon Tea (not High
Tea) experience at a grand tea house. Making note of proper manners will help you fully enjoy
the experience.It always seems that whenever the Dowager has tea at Downton, there was
always something in particular she wished to discuss so if you are ever summoned for tea, be
wary. Regardless, there are some tips to make the tea less stressful.When sitting down: Put your
purse on your lap or behind you against the chair back.Napkin placement: Unfold your napkin on
your lap, and if you must leave your seat, temporarily place your napkin on the chair.Serving tea:
The hostess pours tea, and her family members, if in attendance, hand out the cups to the
guests.Sugar/lemon: Sugar is placed in cup first, then thinly sliced lemon.Milk goes in after tea:
The habit of putting milk in tea came from the French and should go in last. Lower classes put
milk into their cups first to protect their cups from cracking, but if you were in the upper classes
you used fine porcelain cups so that was not an issue. To help little girls remember they were
told that “to put milk in your tea before sugar is to cross the path of love, perhaps never to
marry.”Proper stirring of your tea: Gently move your spoon forward and back in the cup, not
round and round. A gentle tap to drain excess tea is a nice finishing touch.Proper placement of
spoon: The spoon always goes behind the cup, and is never left in the cup.Proper holding of
cup: Use both hands to bring the cup and saucer to drink from if you are standing, or seated on a
couch. If seated at a table you don’t need to bring the saucer up with the cup. A guest should
look into the teacup when drinking, never over it. Do not raise your pinky.Three-finger rule: Since
ancient Rome, a cultured person ate with three fingers, a commoner with five. Thus, the raised
pinky was seen as a sign of elitism. This three-fingers etiquette rule is still correct when picking
up food with the fingers and handling various pieces of flatware. The “pinky up” rule is actually a
misinterpretation of the three-fingers versus five-fingers dining etiquette which started in the
11th century.Eating from the tea tray: The correct order when eating on a tea tray is to eat
savouries first, scones next and sweets last. If there are hot scones, you and your guests should
eat the scones first while they are hot, then move to savouries, then sweets.Scones: Scones
should be split horizontally with your fingers; then curd or cream and jam is placed on the scone.
There are two schools of thought on which comes first: the cream or the jam. Those from Devon
slather cream on first, then preserves. The Cornish approach is to start with jam and then add
cream on top. In either case, eat each half separately. Eat with fingers neatly.Milk always goes in
after tea.Gently move your spoon forward and back in the cup, not round and round.A gentle tap



to drain excess tea is a nice finishing touch.The spoon always goes behind the cup, and is never
left in the cup.The proper way to hold your cup while standing is to use both hands to hold the
cup and saucer. And no pinky.You can eat most tea items with your fingers, using the three finger
rule.TEA TERMSIf you are planning a visit to the UK, watch Downton Abbey, Coronation Street,
or other British type serials, it might be helpful to get proper knowledge of the terms used.•
Afternoon Tea – What we imagine all British teas to be. An afternoon meal, served typically from
4–6 pm, which includes the tiers of smart little crustless sandwiches, scones, clotted cream,
curd, two to three sweets and heaps of tea.• High Tea or Tea – High tea is eaten in “high chairs”
at the dinner table. Afternoon Tea is traditionally served on lower couches and lounging chairs.
High tea is actually is a meal that the working class had at the end of the day with cold meats,
potatoes, as well as other foods with tea and perhaps a beer. Americans confuse the two, and
since some London tea houses use the terms interchangeable to keep tourists happy, it adds to
the confusion.• Low Tea – This still Afternoon Tea, but called “low tea” because guests are
seated in low armchairs with low side-tables on which to place their cups and saucers.• Royale
Tea – A social tea served with champagne at the beginning or sherry at the end of the tea.•
Celebration Tea – Another variation of Afternoon Tea with a celebratory cake which is also
served alongside the other sweets• Cream Tea – A simple tea service consisting of scones,
clotted cream, marmalade or lemon curd and tea.• Elevensies – Morning coffee hour in
England• Scones – “invented” in Scotland, they are properly pronounced “skon.”HOW TO
MAKE A PROPER CUP OF TEAAlthough grand metal tea pots look lovely, the ceramic pots are
best for a cleaner tasting brew.• Warm your teapot with freshly boiled water by pouring a little
into the pot, giving it a bit of a swirl, and then discarding the water.• Measure 1 tsp. (5 ml) of tea
per cup served, with an extra tsp. (5 ml) for extra measure. You may wish to first measure your
pot in advance to see how many cups it will hold.• Pour the water over the leaves or bag and put
the lid on your pot.• As the hostess your role is to pour tea for your guests. Pour into a teacup
which is sitting on a saucer, using a tea strainer placed in the cup if you are using loose tea.•
Offer your guests fresh milk, lemon and sugar for their tea.HOST YOUR OWN AFTERNOON
TEA PARTYWhether in your own home or at a rental hall, an Afternoon Tea party is a wonderful
way to entertain family, friends or just fundraise. The food is served at room temperature and
most can be made in advance. The menu is simple: scones, sandwiches/savouries and sweets.
Sandwiches need to be made an hour or so before your event, but you can prepare the fillings
ahead of time. The rest can be made in advance.What You Need1 Dessert plates and serviettes
– small plates are all you need to serve food to your guests.2 Condiments – clotted cream (p.
97), jams (pp. 101–107) and lemon curd (p. 99).3 Servicing trays – If you haven’t inherited your
own trays, look for classic three tiered serving trays at your local kitchen store. Otherwise
substitute serving platters and allow your guests to pick items from them buffet style.4
Spreaders – while you can use larger knives, smaller spreaders are just the right size to use for
spreading clotted cream and jam on scones.5 Table linens – bring out your nice linens for your
serving table and/or dining tables if your guests are not seated on couches.6 Tea pots – many



teapots now have built in strainers which saves you having to provide individual tea strainers.7
Tea – Provide two or three varieties for your guests. Stick with popular choices such as
Darjeeling, Earl Grey, or Orange Pekoe. Tea bags are convenient, but loose tea is wonderful,
particularly when fresh. If you use loose tea ensure you have individual tea strainers on hand or
use teapots which have built in strainers.8 Accompaniments – Milk, creamers, sugar and sliced
lemon (if desired).9 Kettle – keep a warmed kettle or two of water on hand to refill tea pots.10
Tea cups, saucers and teaspoons – You don’t need an expensive tea service to host a tea. You
can easily hold an elegant tea with a mishmash of cups. Visit yard sales and thrift stores and
give tea cups a new home. Your tea service does not have to match, and in fact it works out
better when each person has their own personal cup.FOODInspired by the tradition of Afternoon
Tea,one of the greatest contributionsthe English have made to entertaining.This book is for
those who wish to bringthis English tradition into their own Abbey.Inspired by the tradition of
Afternoon Tea,one of the greatest contributionsthe English have made to entertaining.This book
is for those who wish to bringthis English tradition into their own Abbey.Copyright © 2015
Pamela Powered Inc.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or reproduced in any
manner whatsoever without permission from the Publisher; exceptions are made for brief
excerpts used in published reviews.Published by Pamela Powered Inc.Burlington,
Ontariopublisher@pamelapowered.comExercise caution while using kitchen utensils and
operating electrical appliances, ovens and stoves.This book has not been authorized, approved,
licensed or endorsed by Carnival Film & Television Limited, its writers, producers or any of its
licencees.CreditsAll of photos in this book were taken with my trusty iPhone. Thanks,
Apple.Photo retouching and digital file conversion was merrily provided by Blair Hall and Leah
Gryfe.Thank you to Lady Laleh Hedayati for her role as etiquette model.Conversions diligently
calculated by Arlene Gryfe.Copyright © 2015 Pamela Powered Inc.All rights reserved. No part of
this book may be used or reproduced in any manner whatsoever without permission from the
Publisher; exceptions are made for brief excerpts used in published reviews.A CIP catalogue
record for this title is available from Library and Archives Canada.ISBN
978-0-9880859-3-0Published by Pamela Powered Inc.Burlington,
Ontariopublisher@pamelapowered.comExercise caution while using kitchen utensils and
operating electrical appliances, ovens and stoves.This book has not been authorized, approved,
licensed or endorsed by Carnival Film & Television Limited, its writers, producers or any of its
licencees.CreditsAll of photos in this book were taken with my trusty iPhone. Thanks,
Apple.Photo retouching and digital file conversion was merrily provided by Blair Hall and Leah
Gryfe.Thank you to Lady Laleh Hedayati for her role as etiquette model.Conversions diligently
calculated by Arlene Gryfe.AcknowledgementsThis book would not have been possible without
the loving support of my husband, my Lord D, who wears his noble heritage with humble pride.
He and I are drawn to English period dramas which offer a glimpse into the lives of ancestors
who lived in grand castles scattered across Britain. And the food! Imagining relatives dining on
the same dishes we eat today provides a direct connection to our past. I give my undying thanks



to my Lord D for tasting all the dishes without complaint. His past experience publishing a
national gourmet magazine prepared him well for his role as my Chief of Taste and Quality.I have
always been surrounded by great food. My maternal grandmother sang while she cooked: my
introduction to the love of cookery. My parents love to entertain and experiment with new dishes.
As a child, I marvelled at the sight, smell and the volume of food which emerged from our
kitchen.I truly have been blessed in this journey and amazed by the number of people who have
come alongside me. Inspired by the food on the popular drama Downton Abbey, I finally put my
History degree to work and started a blog, to share my love of food, history and health. Many of
you came alongside me and graciously shared your own family stories and traditions.My
inspiration came from a number of sources: treasured family recipes, period cookbooks, and
recipes found on newspaper archives. My goal was to present this great food for our own times,
using our current understanding of health and nutrition as a guide.An extraordinary thing
happened on my 50th birthday. I was approached by two large publishers with book projects. I
was honoured and the idea of writing a book lingered. In the end I took this journey on my own,
but not alone. Thank you to fellow period writers, food historians and talented food writers for
your inspiration, support and encouragement.Thank you technology. We now live in a digital age
where self-publishing is achievable.I published two editions of Abbey Cooks Entertain, an
entertaining cookbook with 225 recipes in both ebook and printed formats. The current version is
on as well as on my website . The printed version is a hefty 450 pages. Relaxing Over Afternoon
Tea is one of the my favorite chapters from the larger work, and I have updated the content for
those who love Afternoon Tea just as much as I do.AcknowledgementsThis book would not have
been possible without the loving support of my husband, my Lord D, who wears his noble
heritage with humble pride. He and I are drawn to English period dramas which offer a glimpse
into the lives of ancestors who lived in grand castles scattered across Britain. And the food!
Imagining relatives dining on the same dishes we eat today provides a direct connection to our
past. I give my undying thanks to my Lord D for tasting all the dishes without complaint. His past
experience publishing a national gourmet magazine prepared him well for his role as my Chief of
Taste and Quality.I have always been surrounded by great food. My maternal grandmother sang
while she cooked: my introduction to the love of cookery. My parents love to entertain and
experiment with new dishes. As a child, I marvelled at the sight, smell and the volume of food
which emerged from our kitchen.I truly have been blessed in this journey and amazed by the
number of people who have come alongside me. Inspired by the food on the popular drama
Downton Abbey, I finally put my History degree to work and started a blog, to share my love of
food, history and health. Many of you came alongside me and graciously shared your own family
stories and traditions.My inspiration came from a number of sources: treasured family recipes,
period cookbooks, and recipes found on newspaper archives. My goal was to present this great
food for our own times, using our current understanding of health and nutrition as a guide.An
extraordinary thing happened on my 50th birthday. I was approached by two large publishers
with book projects. I was honoured and the idea of writing a book lingered. In the end I took this



journey on my own, but not alone. Thank you to fellow period writers, food historians and
talented food writers for your inspiration, support and encouragement.Thank you technology. We
now live in a digital age where self-publishing is achievable.I published two editions of Abbey
Cooks Entertain, an entertaining cookbook with 225 recipes in both ebook and printed formats.
The current version is on as well as on my website . The printed version is a hefty 450 pages.
Relaxing Over Afternoon Tea is one of the my favorite chapters from the larger work, and I have
updated the content for those who love Afternoon Tea just as much as I
do.ContentsACKNOWLEDGEMENTSPREFACERELAXING OVER AFTERNOON TEAHistory
of the English Tea RitualOrigins of Afternoon TeaTea’s Dirty Little SecretManners MatterTea
TermsHow to Make a Proper Cup of TeaHost Your Own Afternoon Tea PartyFoodSeatingHosting
a FundraiserSCONESAbbey Cooks Magic SconesVARIATIONSPlain: Buttermilk; Cream; Whole
WheatSweet: Chocolate; Glazed; Dried Fruit; Pumpkin; Fresh/Frozen Berry; Whole Wheat and
FruitSavoury: Cheese and Chive; HerbSANDWICHES/SAVOURIESTEA
SANDWICHESCucumber SandwichesEgg Salad SandwichesSmoked Mackerel and Cucumber
SandwichesWatercress SandwichesSalmon Pumpernickel PinwheelsSAVOURIESGoat Cheese
and Fig Canapés on Raisin BreadGougèresRoast Beef Yorkshire Pudding CanapésAsparagus
FeuilletésTruffled Wild Mushroom TartletsSWEETSTARTS AND SQUARESAlmond and
Preserve SquaresHealthier Bakewell TartsJam or Lemon Curd TartsLow-Fat Custard Tarts
(Pastel de Nata)Skinny Phyllo Tarts with Berry CreamTreacle TartsMeringue CookiesTEA
CAKES AND COOKIESEccles CakesFinanciersFlorentine
BiscuitsLadyfingersMadeleinesMadeleines de ProustChocolate MadeleinesEarl Grey
MadeleinesRock CakesPain au ChocolatNever Fail ShortbreadRhubarb CakeGuilt-Free Victoria
Sponge CakeStrawberry Charlotte RusseChocolate Biscuit CakeMadeira CakeLOAVESHealthy
Banana BreadGuilt-Free Carrot CakeHealthy Cup of Tea CakeEdwardian Low-Fat Pumpkin
Banana BreadCONFECTIONERYChocolate Peanut Butter FudgeChocolate TrufflesSimple Milk
Chocolate TrufflesCaramel and Dark Chocolate TrufflesPANTRYUnsweetened
ApplesaucePumpkin ButterDESSERT SAUCES AND SWEET SPREADSClotted CreamEasy
Lemon CurdJAMS AND JELLIESTips on Making PreservesFrench-Style PreservesOrange
JellyRhubarb Ginger JamStrawberry Champagne JamStrawberry Rhubarb JamPASTRYPhyllo
Tart ShellsFURTHER READINGINDEXABOUT THE
AUTHORContentsACKNOWLEDGEMENTSPREFACERELAXING OVER AFTERNOON
TEAHistory of the English Tea RitualOrigins of Afternoon TeaTea’s Dirty Little SecretManners
MatterTea TermsHow to Make a Proper Cup of TeaHost Your Own Afternoon Tea
PartyFoodSeatingHosting a FundraiserSCONESAbbey Cooks Magic SconesVARIATIONSPlain:
Buttermilk; Cream; Whole WheatSweet: Chocolate; Glazed; Dried Fruit; Pumpkin; Fresh/Frozen
Berry; Whole Wheat and FruitSavoury: Cheese and Chive; HerbSANDWICHES/
SAVOURIESTEA SANDWICHESCucumber SandwichesEgg Salad SandwichesSmoked
Mackerel and Cucumber SandwichesWatercress SandwichesSalmon Pumpernickel
PinwheelsSAVOURIESGoat Cheese and Fig Canapés on Raisin BreadGougèresRoast Beef



Yorkshire Pudding CanapésAsparagus FeuilletésTruffled Wild Mushroom
TartletsSWEETSTARTS AND SQUARESAlmond and Preserve SquaresHealthier Bakewell
TartsJam or Lemon Curd TartsLow-Fat Custard Tarts (Pastel de Nata)Skinny Phyllo Tarts with
Berry CreamTreacle TartsMeringue CookiesTEA CAKES AND COOKIESEccles
CakesFinanciersFlorentine BiscuitsLadyfingersMadeleinesMadeleines de ProustChocolate
MadeleinesEarl Grey MadeleinesRock CakesPain au ChocolatNever Fail ShortbreadRhubarb
CakeGuilt-Free Victoria Sponge CakeStrawberry Charlotte RusseChocolate Biscuit
CakeMadeira CakeLOAVESHealthy Banana BreadGuilt-Free Carrot CakeHealthy Cup of Tea
CakeEdwardian Low-Fat Pumpkin Banana BreadCONFECTIONERYChocolate Peanut Butter
FudgeChocolate TrufflesSimple Milk Chocolate TrufflesCaramel and Dark Chocolate
TrufflesPANTRYUnsweetened ApplesaucePumpkin ButterDESSERT SAUCES AND SWEET
SPREADSClotted CreamEasy Lemon CurdJAMS AND JELLIESTips on Making
PreservesFrench-Style PreservesOrange JellyRhubarb Ginger JamStrawberry Champagne
JamStrawberry Rhubarb JamPASTRYPhyllo Tart ShellsFURTHER READINGINDEXABOUT
THE AUTHORPrefaceMany of you drawn to this book are cooks inspired by the lavish food
displays depicted on English period dramas. The images on screen transport us to a world
where beautiful wealthy people live in stunning historic country houses, regularly hosting dinner
parties and surrounding themselves with copious amounts of fabulous food. Indeed, food played
a crucial role in how the wealthy displayed their status in society at that time, and their country
houses provided a perfect platform for entertaining. These grand structures required an army to
maintain them. The popular TV drama Downton Abbeyy, for example, weaves a wonderfully rich
tapestry of characters representing life both upstairs and down, all in service of maintaining the
great home of history and influence.We follow the Crawley family from the height of excess of
the Edwardian period, through World War I rationing, and into the 1920s when the food budget
was stretched even further as high land taxation and bad investments threatened to take away
their way of life. Kitchen staff in these country houses cooked on as the world changed around
them. Afternoon Tea garden parties and formal dinner parties still remained an important part of
life for the aristocracy. If it were not for Afternoon Tea, how else would the Dowager be able to
assemble a tête-a-tête to discuss her latest strategy?My husband—my Lord D—is of noble
blood with ancestors who once lived in grand castles scattered across Great Britain. While he is
struck by the grand architecture of these historic buildings, my imagination often takes me
downstairs to the flurry of activity which would have taken place in the vast kitchens. I marvel at
the skill and talent of the kitchen staff. Imagine having your own still room maid to create tea
cakes for you every day. I am saddened that many skills learned in these grand kitchens were
lost as talented men and women left service for employment in factories and offices. Some of us
still carry on the cooking traditions of our mothers before us, and thankfully we can still find tea
houses to enjoy a wonderful Afternoon Tea.ABBEY COOKERY RULESYou will love the food:
How could you not enjoy tasty little sandwiches, scones and cake?Eat healthily: I have selected
great recipes which we would recognize as food and would enjoy eating today. Food follows



fashion, so I have also selected recipes which are generally healthier to begin with, and I have
reduced the fat and sugar without impacting the taste. No deep fried treats in this book. I prefer
to bake with whole wheat flour, use applesauce in place of oil and butter, and suggest sugar
substitutes in place of regular.Don’t be deterred if you can’t cook: Don’t fret if you are not the
best cook. Some of the best hostesses don’t cook, but know where to shop. Preparing a
memorable Afternoon Tea can easily be accomplished by sourcing scrumptious treats from your
favorite bakery, making a few sandwiches, setting a nice table, and inviting interesting
guests.Don’t Confuse Afternoon with High Tea: Afternoon or Low Tea (often served on couches)
is what you expect to be served at fine hotels. High tea (in high chairs) is a meal which the
working class ate at the end of their work day.PrefaceMany of you drawn to this book are cooks
inspired by the lavish food displays depicted on English period dramas. The images on screen
transport us to a world where beautiful wealthy people live in stunning historic country houses,
regularly hosting dinner parties and surrounding themselves with copious amounts of fabulous
food. Indeed, food played a crucial role in how the wealthy displayed their status in society at
that time, and their country houses provided a perfect platform for entertaining. These grand
structures required an army to maintain them. The popular TV drama Downton Abbeyy, for
example, weaves a wonderfully rich tapestry of characters representing life both upstairs and
down, all in service of maintaining the great home of history and influence.We follow the Crawley
family from the height of excess of the Edwardian period, through World War I rationing, and into
the 1920s when the food budget was stretched even further as high land taxation and bad
investments threatened to take away their way of life. Kitchen staff in these country houses
cooked on as the world changed around them. Afternoon Tea garden parties and formal dinner
parties still remained an important part of life for the aristocracy. If it were not for Afternoon Tea,
how else would the Dowager be able to assemble a tête-a-tête to discuss her latest strategy?My
husband—my Lord D—is of noble blood with ancestors who once lived in grand castles
scattered across Great Britain. While he is struck by the grand architecture of these historic
buildings, my imagination often takes me downstairs to the flurry of activity which would have
taken place in the vast kitchens. I marvel at the skill and talent of the kitchen staff. Imagine
having your own still room maid to create tea cakes for you every day. I am saddened that many
skills learned in these grand kitchens were lost as talented men and women left service for
employment in factories and offices. Some of us still carry on the cooking traditions of our
mothers before us, and thankfully we can still find tea houses to enjoy a wonderful Afternoon
Tea.ABBEY COOKERY RULESYou will love the food: How could you not enjoy tasty little
sandwiches, scones and cake?Eat healthily: I have selected great recipes which we would
recognize as food and would enjoy eating today. Food follows fashion, so I have also selected
recipes which are generally healthier to begin with, and I have reduced the fat and sugar without
impacting the taste. No deep fried treats in this book. I prefer to bake with whole wheat flour, use
applesauce in place of oil and butter, and suggest sugar substitutes in place of regular.Don’t be
deterred if you can’t cook: Don’t fret if you are not the best cook. Some of the best hostesses



don’t cook, but know where to shop. Preparing a memorable Afternoon Tea can easily be
accomplished by sourcing scrumptious treats from your favorite bakery, making a few
sandwiches, setting a nice table, and inviting interesting guests.Don’t Confuse Afternoon with
High Tea: Afternoon or Low Tea (often served on couches) is what you expect to be served at
fine hotels. High tea (in high chairs) is a meal which the working class ate at the end of their work
day.Relaxing Over Afternoon TeaIf there is one great contribution that the English have made to
entertaining, it has to be the invention of Afternoon Tea. No longer just for grannies and tourists,
young ladies and many busy professionals are now making time to relax with a cup of tea, lovely
treats and quiet conversation. Hosting your own tea party is a great way to gather friends and
share confidences. You can practice proper etiquette in order to prepare you for a dream trip to a
famous tea house in London, or one of the many tea shops springing up all around you.If you are
ever at a loss for conversation over tea you can share some interesting facts about tea:HISTORY
OF THE ENGLISH TEA RITUALWhen Catherine of Braganza of Portugal married Charles II in
1662 she brought to England her preference for tea, which had already become common in
Europe. It quickly gained social acceptance among the aristocracy, replacing wine, ale and
spirits as the drink of choice at court.ORIGINS OF AFTERNOON TEAThe actual taking of tea in
the afternoon developed into a social event in the late 1830s and early 1840s. It was Anne,
Duchess of Bedford, one of Queen Victoria’s ladies-in-waiting, who “invented” Afternoon Tea.
The gap between lunch and supper was widening, so Anne started asking for tea and small
cakes to be brought to her private quarters. I am sure she quickly realized that a lot of gossip
could be shared if she invited other ladies to her quarters to share her cakes. Queen Victoria
herself was encouraged to start hosting her own parties as a way of re-entering society after the
passing of her beloved husband Albert. Victoria Sponge was named after her and served at her
tea parties which became large affairs. Other women picked up the idea and it spread like
wildfire. Thus the ritual of Afternoon Tea began. Women do know how to get things done.TEA’S
DIRTY LITTLE SECRETThere were many advantages to this new ritual. Unlike the formal dinner
table, guests could sit where they liked. Another bonus was the loose fitting tea gown,
introduced by the late Victorians. Comparable to a chic dressing gown, it did not require ladies to
wear their constricting corsets. So they could happily lounge about having tea and cakes in
comfort, and not have to put on their corset until the dressing gong for the evening meal.
However, some took advantage of the unaccounted period of time between tea and dinner for
romantic liaisons. The tea gown was the only garment which a lady did not require her maid to
help her get in and out of, so cinq à sept—as the French called it—was a time when lovers would
meet.MANNERS MATTERDisplaying acceptable manners is a way of fitting in with a certain
class. Practising at home with friends is time well spent to fully enjoy the Afternoon Tea (not High
Tea) experience at a grand tea house. Making note of proper manners will help you fully enjoy
the experience.It always seems that whenever the Dowager has tea at Downton, there was
always something in particular she wished to discuss so if you are ever summoned for tea, be
wary. Regardless, there are some tips to make the tea less stressful.When sitting down: Put your



purse on your lap or behind you against the chair back.Napkin placement: Unfold your napkin on
your lap, and if you must leave your seat, temporarily place your napkin on the chair.Serving tea:
The hostess pours tea, and her family members, if in attendance, hand out the cups to the
guests.Sugar/lemon: Sugar is placed in cup first, then thinly sliced lemon.Milk goes in after tea:
The habit of putting milk in tea came from the French and should go in last. Lower classes put
milk into their cups first to protect their cups from cracking, but if you were in the upper classes
you used fine porcelain cups so that was not an issue. To help little girls remember they were
told that “to put milk in your tea before sugar is to cross the path of love, perhaps never to
marry.”Proper stirring of your tea: Gently move your spoon forward and back in the cup, not
round and round. A gentle tap to drain excess tea is a nice finishing touch.Proper placement of
spoon: The spoon always goes behind the cup, and is never left in the cup.Proper holding of
cup: Use both hands to bring the cup and saucer to drink from if you are standing, or seated on a
couch. If seated at a table you don’t need to bring the saucer up with the cup. A guest should
look into the teacup when drinking, never over it. Do not raise your pinky.Three-finger rule: Since
ancient Rome, a cultured person ate with three fingers, a commoner with five. Thus, the raised
pinky was seen as a sign of elitism. This three-fingers etiquette rule is still correct when picking
up food with the fingers and handling various pieces of flatware. The “pinky up” rule is actually a
misinterpretation of the three-fingers versus five-fingers dining etiquette which started in the
11th century.Eating from the tea tray: The correct order when eating on a tea tray is to eat
savouries first, scones next and sweets last. If there are hot scones, you and your guests should
eat the scones first while they are hot, then move to savouries, then sweets.Scones: Scones
should be split horizontally with your fingers; then curd or cream and jam is placed on the scone.
There are two schools of thought on which comes first: the cream or the jam. Those from Devon
slather cream on first, then preserves. The Cornish approach is to start with jam and then add
cream on top. In either case, eat each half separately. Eat with fingers neatly.Milk always goes in
after tea.Gently move your spoon forward and back in the cup, not round and round.A gentle tap
to drain excess tea is a nice finishing touch.The spoon always goes behind the cup, and is never
left in the cup.The proper way to hold your cup while standing is to use both hands to hold the
cup and saucer. And no pinky.You can eat most tea items with your fingers, using the three finger
rule.TEA TERMSIf you are planning a visit to the UK, watch Downton Abbey, Coronation Street,
or other British type serials, it might be helpful to get proper knowledge of the terms used.•
Afternoon Tea – What we imagine all British teas to be. An afternoon meal, served typically from
4–6 pm, which includes the tiers of smart little crustless sandwiches, scones, clotted cream,
curd, two to three sweets and heaps of tea.• High Tea or Tea – High tea is eaten in “high chairs”
at the dinner table. Afternoon Tea is traditionally served on lower couches and lounging chairs.
High tea is actually is a meal that the working class had at the end of the day with cold meats,
potatoes, as well as other foods with tea and perhaps a beer. Americans confuse the two, and
since some London tea houses use the terms interchangeable to keep tourists happy, it adds to
the confusion.• Low Tea – This still Afternoon Tea, but called “low tea” because guests are



seated in low armchairs with low side-tables on which to place their cups and saucers.• Royale
Tea – A social tea served with champagne at the beginning or sherry at the end of the tea.•
Celebration Tea – Another variation of Afternoon Tea with a celebratory cake which is also
served alongside the other sweets• Cream Tea – A simple tea service consisting of scones,
clotted cream, marmalade or lemon curd and tea.• Elevensies – Morning coffee hour in
England• Scones – “invented” in Scotland, they are properly pronounced “skon.”HOW TO
MAKE A PROPER CUP OF TEAAlthough grand metal tea pots look lovely, the ceramic pots are
best for a cleaner tasting brew.• Warm your teapot with freshly boiled water by pouring a little
into the pot, giving it a bit of a swirl, and then discarding the water.• Measure 1 tsp. (5 ml) of tea
per cup served, with an extra tsp. (5 ml) for extra measure. You may wish to first measure your
pot in advance to see how many cups it will hold.• Pour the water over the leaves or bag and put
the lid on your pot.• As the hostess your role is to pour tea for your guests. Pour into a teacup
which is sitting on a saucer, using a tea strainer placed in the cup if you are using loose tea.•
Offer your guests fresh milk, lemon and sugar for their tea.HOST YOUR OWN AFTERNOON
TEA PARTYWhether in your own home or at a rental hall, an Afternoon Tea party is a wonderful
way to entertain family, friends or just fundraise. The food is served at room temperature and
most can be made in advance. The menu is simple: scones, sandwiches/savouries and sweets.
Sandwiches need to be made an hour or so before your event, but you can prepare the fillings
ahead of time. The rest can be made in advance.What You Need1 Dessert plates and serviettes
– small plates are all you need to serve food to your guests.2 Condiments – clotted cream (p.
97), jams (pp. 101–107) and lemon curd (p. 99).3 Servicing trays – If you haven’t inherited your
own trays, look for classic three tiered serving trays at your local kitchen store. Otherwise
substitute serving platters and allow your guests to pick items from them buffet style.4
Spreaders – while you can use larger knives, smaller spreaders are just the right size to use for
spreading clotted cream and jam on scones.5 Table linens – bring out your nice linens for your
serving table and/or dining tables if your guests are not seated on couches.6 Tea pots – many
teapots now have built in strainers which saves you having to provide individual tea strainers.7
Tea – Provide two or three varieties for your guests. Stick with popular choices such as
Darjeeling, Earl Grey, or Orange Pekoe. Tea bags are convenient, but loose tea is wonderful,
particularly when fresh. If you use loose tea ensure you have individual tea strainers on hand or
use teapots which have built in strainers.8 Accompaniments – Milk, creamers, sugar and sliced
lemon (if desired).9 Kettle – keep a warmed kettle or two of water on hand to refill tea pots.10
Tea cups, saucers and teaspoons – You don’t need an expensive tea service to host a tea. You
can easily hold an elegant tea with a mishmash of cups. Visit yard sales and thrift stores and
give tea cups a new home. Your tea service does not have to match, and in fact it works out
better when each person has their own personal cup.FOODRelaxing Over Afternoon TeaIf there
is one great contribution that the English have made to entertaining, it has to be the invention of
Afternoon Tea. No longer just for grannies and tourists, young ladies and many busy
professionals are now making time to relax with a cup of tea, lovely treats and quiet



conversation. Hosting your own tea party is a great way to gather friends and share confidences.
You can practice proper etiquette in order to prepare you for a dream trip to a famous tea house
in London, or one of the many tea shops springing up all around you.If you are ever at a loss for
conversation over tea you can share some interesting facts about tea:HISTORY OF THE
ENGLISH TEA RITUALWhen Catherine of Braganza of Portugal married Charles II in 1662 she
brought to England her preference for tea, which had already become common in Europe. It
quickly gained social acceptance among the aristocracy, replacing wine, ale and spirits as the
drink of choice at court.ORIGINS OF AFTERNOON TEAThe actual taking of tea in the afternoon
developed into a social event in the late 1830s and early 1840s. It was Anne, Duchess of
Bedford, one of Queen Victoria’s ladies-in-waiting, who “invented” Afternoon Tea. The gap
between lunch and supper was widening, so Anne started asking for tea and small cakes to be
brought to her private quarters. I am sure she quickly realized that a lot of gossip could be
shared if she invited other ladies to her quarters to share her cakes. Queen Victoria herself was
encouraged to start hosting her own parties as a way of re-entering society after the passing of
her beloved husband Albert. Victoria Sponge was named after her and served at her tea parties
which became large affairs. Other women picked up the idea and it spread like wildfire. Thus the
ritual of Afternoon Tea began. Women do know how to get things done.TEA’S DIRTY LITTLE
SECRETThere were many advantages to this new ritual. Unlike the formal dinner table, guests
could sit where they liked. Another bonus was the loose fitting tea gown, introduced by the late
Victorians. Comparable to a chic dressing gown, it did not require ladies to wear their
constricting corsets. So they could happily lounge about having tea and cakes in comfort, and
not have to put on their corset until the dressing gong for the evening meal. However, some took
advantage of the unaccounted period of time between tea and dinner for romantic liaisons. The
tea gown was the only garment which a lady did not require her maid to help her get in and out
of, so cinq à sept—as the French called it—was a time when lovers would meet.MANNERS
MATTERDisplaying acceptable manners is a way of fitting in with a certain class. Practising at
home with friends is time well spent to fully enjoy the Afternoon Tea (not High Tea) experience at
a grand tea house. Making note of proper manners will help you fully enjoy the experience.It
always seems that whenever the Dowager has tea at Downton, there was always something in
particular she wished to discuss so if you are ever summoned for tea, be wary. Regardless, there
are some tips to make the tea less stressful.When sitting down: Put your purse on your lap or
behind you against the chair back.Napkin placement: Unfold your napkin on your lap, and if you
must leave your seat, temporarily place your napkin on the chair.Serving tea: The hostess pours
tea, and her family members, if in attendance, hand out the cups to the guests.Sugar/lemon:
Sugar is placed in cup first, then thinly sliced lemon.Milk goes in after tea: The habit of putting
milk in tea came from the French and should go in last. Lower classes put milk into their cups
first to protect their cups from cracking, but if you were in the upper classes you used fine
porcelain cups so that was not an issue. To help little girls remember they were told that “to put
milk in your tea before sugar is to cross the path of love, perhaps never to marry.”Proper stirring



of your tea: Gently move your spoon forward and back in the cup, not round and round. A gentle
tap to drain excess tea is a nice finishing touch.Proper placement of spoon: The spoon always
goes behind the cup, and is never left in the cup.Proper holding of cup: Use both hands to bring
the cup and saucer to drink from if you are standing, or seated on a couch. If seated at a table
you don’t need to bring the saucer up with the cup. A guest should look into the teacup when
drinking, never over it. Do not raise your pinky.Three-finger rule: Since ancient Rome, a cultured
person ate with three fingers, a commoner with five. Thus, the raised pinky was seen as a sign of
elitism. This three-fingers etiquette rule is still correct when picking up food with the fingers and
handling various pieces of flatware. The “pinky up” rule is actually a misinterpretation of the three-
fingers versus five-fingers dining etiquette which started in the 11th century.Eating from the tea
tray: The correct order when eating on a tea tray is to eat savouries first, scones next and sweets
last. If there are hot scones, you and your guests should eat the scones first while they are hot,
then move to savouries, then sweets.Scones: Scones should be split horizontally with your
fingers; then curd or cream and jam is placed on the scone. There are two schools of thought on
which comes first: the cream or the jam. Those from Devon slather cream on first, then
preserves. The Cornish approach is to start with jam and then add cream on top. In either case,
eat each half separately. Eat with fingers neatly.Milk always goes in after tea.Gently move your
spoon forward and back in the cup, not round and round.A gentle tap to drain excess tea is a
nice finishing touch.The spoon always goes behind the cup, and is never left in the cup.The
proper way to hold your cup while standing is to use both hands to hold the cup and saucer. And
no pinky.You can eat most tea items with your fingers, using the three finger rule.TEA TERMSIf
you are planning a visit to the UK, watch Downton Abbey, Coronation Street, or other British type
serials, it might be helpful to get proper knowledge of the terms used.• Afternoon Tea – What we
imagine all British teas to be. An afternoon meal, served typically from 4–6 pm, which includes
the tiers of smart little crustless sandwiches, scones, clotted cream, curd, two to three sweets
and heaps of tea.• High Tea or Tea – High tea is eaten in “high chairs” at the dinner table.
Afternoon Tea is traditionally served on lower couches and lounging chairs. High tea is actually
is a meal that the working class had at the end of the day with cold meats, potatoes, as well as
other foods with tea and perhaps a beer. Americans confuse the two, and since some London
tea houses use the terms interchangeable to keep tourists happy, it adds to the confusion.• Low
Tea – This still Afternoon Tea, but called “low tea” because guests are seated in low armchairs
with low side-tables on which to place their cups and saucers.• Royale Tea – A social tea
served with champagne at the beginning or sherry at the end of the tea.• Celebration Tea –
Another variation of Afternoon Tea with a celebratory cake which is also served alongside the
other sweets• Cream Tea – A simple tea service consisting of scones, clotted cream,
marmalade or lemon curd and tea.• Elevensies – Morning coffee hour in England• Scones –
“invented” in Scotland, they are properly pronounced “skon.”HOW TO MAKE A PROPER CUP
OF TEAAlthough grand metal tea pots look lovely, the ceramic pots are best for a cleaner tasting
brew.• Warm your teapot with freshly boiled water by pouring a little into the pot, giving it a bit of



a swirl, and then discarding the water.• Measure 1 tsp. (5 ml) of tea per cup served, with an
extra tsp. (5 ml) for extra measure. You may wish to first measure your pot in advance to see how
many cups it will hold.• Pour the water over the leaves or bag and put the lid on your pot.• As
the hostess your role is to pour tea for your guests. Pour into a teacup which is sitting on a
saucer, using a tea strainer placed in the cup if you are using loose tea.• Offer your guests fresh
milk, lemon and sugar for their tea.HOST YOUR OWN AFTERNOON TEA PARTYWhether in
your own home or at a rental hall, an Afternoon Tea party is a wonderful way to entertain family,
friends or just fundraise. The food is served at room temperature and most can be made in
advance. The menu is simple: scones, sandwiches/savouries and sweets. Sandwiches need to
be made an hour or so before your event, but you can prepare the fillings ahead of time. The rest
can be made in advance.What You Need1 Dessert plates and serviettes – small plates are all
you need to serve food to your guests.2 Condiments – clotted cream (p. 97), jams (pp. 101–107)
and lemon curd (p. 99).3 Servicing trays – If you haven’t inherited your own trays, look for classic
three tiered serving trays at your local kitchen store. Otherwise substitute serving platters and
allow your guests to pick items from them buffet style.4 Spreaders – while you can use larger
knives, smaller spreaders are just the right size to use for spreading clotted cream and jam on
scones.5 Table linens – bring out your nice linens for your serving table and/or dining tables if
your guests are not seated on couches.6 Tea pots – many teapots now have built in strainers
which saves you having to provide individual tea strainers.7 Tea – Provide two or three varieties
for your guests. Stick with popular choices such as Darjeeling, Earl Grey, or Orange Pekoe. Tea
bags are convenient, but loose tea is wonderful, particularly when fresh. If you use loose tea
ensure you have individual tea strainers on hand or use teapots which have built in strainers.8
Accompaniments – Milk, creamers, sugar and sliced lemon (if desired).9 Kettle – keep a
warmed kettle or two of water on hand to refill tea pots.10 Tea cups, saucers and teaspoons –
You don’t need an expensive tea service to host a tea. You can easily hold an elegant tea with a
mishmash of cups. Visit yard sales and thrift stores and give tea cups a new home. Your tea
service does not have to match, and in fact it works out better when each person has their own
personal cup.FOOD

English Teatime Treats: Delicious Traditional Recipes Made Simple
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Rob Ford, “Four Stars. it was a gift”

Mary Lou, “Afternoon Tea with the Abbey. Lovely book to read as well some yummy sounding
recipes for a true Afternoon Tea. As a big fan of Downton Abbey, I appreciate both the lovely
photographs and stories.”

TOYS, “Five Stars. Fun to read in coordination with a trip to see the DA exhibit.”

The book by Pamela Foster has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 6 people have provided feedback.
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